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East Native American Vocals miscellaneous with Western Music/Beats. Bring down desidubfor more info.

7 MP3 Songs WORLD: Planetary Fusion, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Yeh Desh Songs Details: NOTE-IF

THIS CD IS TEMPORARILY OUT OF Stock YOU MAY Quiet MAKE A PURCHASE AT

WWW.DESIDUB.COM. Aman has been named one of the best "desi" remixers in the past but he had

been writing original scores for the past 3 years. Progress clearly shows in his work album after album.

Aman's first original work was displayed in his first album, "Uforia" which he released as an introduction to

his label, DesiDub Records. Setting up the system and searching for hidden talent in U.S. and abroad,

Aman ran into Charan Chann, a singer from Punjab. As Aman releases his records each time and makes

sure they are completely different from each other, Aman released "Bas Hun" right after "Uforia".

Changing the mood from mellow sounds and hardcore Punjabi music, Aman now prepares a new set of

tracks, which he will be releasing later this year. Picking up two tracks from the main project, he prepares

his first single, "Yeh Desh". Vocals recorded in his Ca studio by singer, Aminder Singh whom he met in a

temple after hearing him sing "Shabad". Aman offered him to sing for an entire album. Aman planned to

release a single CD to give people a taste of this unique music style and Aminder's voice in "YEH DESH".

Seeing an endless list of Native American remix cds released everyday and noticing that most of them

aren't even musically correct, he plans to find someone who has some musical knowledge to feature on

this single. Aman offers to post remixes by DJs on his website mainly to see if he can find a DJ/Producer

who may bring in standard level of work and to see how far did the remix scene in Indo-American had

gotten. Finally, one producer stood up to the challenge, Jiwan. Jiwan sent in a remix of a Punjabi track,

"Manke" which sounded like it had all samples where they belonged. Aman then offered Jiwan to work on

"Yeh Desh" for the single. It can be heard in the sound clips. In Aman's words, "The single, "Yeh Desh" is
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just a "pre-shock" before the real shaking happens-REBIRTH!!" "Yeh Desh" is another piece of work by

the musician. Massive Basslines with heavy beats. A must have mix for every DJ and person with a

serious car sound system. -DesiDub Records Email: aman@desidubrecords.com Check out the website

for more sound clips and albums by Aman: desidub.com desidubrecords.com djaman.com
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